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Welcome to the first edition of The Owl in 2021. Of course I

wish it was full of stories of what our pupils have been

doing inside the school. From concerts to Yorkshire Grit we

are missing the noise of our children.

I miss the moments that make my day full of laughter such as

seeing the prep children run around on the astroturf at break

with their friends, visiting the Sixth Form Centre and the

interaction I have with our pupils. However, I couldn’t be

prouder of our pupils who have undertaken their responsibilities

with fortitude and determination.

The relationships our pupils have with each other, their teachers

and the learning that happens in lessons is something I see

each day. We know many parents have seen this online due to

the lovely emails we are receiving and the comments on our

parental surveys. One email was full of kindness and I could

quote many but it reflected how I feel as a parent of a 4 year old.

It read: ‘your clarity and patience is amazing. She no longer

fears the subject and is so happy when she comes out of one of

your lessons’. Of course I want children back in school but

knowing a parent has seen this makes me smile. I thank all

parents for their comments on the survey. It was positive and

constructive. We met today as Senior Management Team to

discuss the survey.

Y13 pupils are an inspiration for all year groups. They are on

course for impressive results and they will have the chance to

show this in their exams. There are many obvious things that

have changed in their final year at Scarborough College but I

was reminded this week that they have missed simple things

such as visiting universities. The challenges they have faced are

highlighted by two of our pupils during the Christmas holidays

who had interviews for Cambridge University via zoom. They

have adapted, we all have.

In recent years we have heard a great deal about the so-called

‘snowflake generation’. These children are far more

independent and have more grit than I ever had. I am full of

admiration for all our pupils but seeing how Y11 have responded

to the challenges they have faced gives me every confidence

they will do well this summer but also in the Sixth Form and

beyond school life. I am sure that initially there was sadness,

tears and perhaps anger at the announcements about summer

exams. As one Year 11 proudly put it this week, we show that

‘can do attitude and crack on sir. I am the Captain of my own

ship’.
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Last Monday, during Staff Inset, we were expecting school to be

open the following day. I was saddened to hear some schools

had already closed their gates. I have heard many examples of

this and teachers following union advice. All of our teachers and

colleagues were ready to come back. Of course they were

equally ready to switch to online teaching. They are incredibly

supportive, caring and dedicated colleagues.

Originally, we had used the Christmas break to prepare for the

start of term. We hired an extra School Nurse, ordered 1000s of

tests and organised a testing schedule that would have been the

envy of the NHS. The Estates Team used the holidays to prepare

the Health Centre to become a test centre and I could go on and

on. I read so many negative comments regarding the notice given

to schools but we have to be ready for sudden changes. Of

course meeting with Senior Colleagues on Christmas Eve is not

ideal but I enjoyed their company regardless. I thank them for

their hard work.

As a Head Teacher, I am all too aware what lockdown is doing to

our pupils and our families and I see what it is doing all over the

country. We can all agree that children should be outside as well

as inside, learn with peers and laugh with friends. We know that

when it comes to providing the surroundings in which children can

realise these things, there is no better place than a school.

I am optimistic that we are beating the virus but I am also

concerned that the last battles in this fight are going to be among

the toughest ones. The cold and dark days seem to reflect the

mood but I would like you to take solace in what you and your

children are achieving against these odds. Every smile, every bit

of laughter I hear on an online lesson is a victory. Every time I

read about a pupils deserving a Head’s commendations I rejoice.

Every Year 11 pupil taking pride in their work and their academic

development is a triumph. I hope you can take heart in the

achievements of your children.

I wish to have everyone in school again soon and I have written to

our MP to say that we will help precipitate that move in any way

we can. Until then, I know our strength of character will endure,

our smiles will fill Zoom lessons and our laughter will continue to

be unmuted.

Thank you for your tremendous support. It is more than we could

have ever asked for.

All the best

Guy Emmett

Headmaster



Sport and Exercise Health Science (SEHS) is a new IB Diploma subject to Scarborough College and we are

delighted that in our first year, twelve Lower Sixth pupils have signed up to study the course.

We have nine students studying at Higher Level and three at Standard Level. (One of the (potential) advantages of studying SEHS

is that it sits in Group 4 of the IB Diploma subjects and, as a Science, means pupils do not have to opt for one of the traditional

science subjects: Biology, Chemistry and Physics. It is also pleasing to note that there is an exact gender balance on the course

with six boys and six girls.

Head of Academic Physical Education, Mr Roberts, leads the course and focuses particularly on the teaching of Anatomical and

Physiological aspects, including this term's first topic, the Biomechanics of human movement. When you have some of our top

sports performers understanding the science behind, for example, being able to swing the ball in cricket (The Bernoulli Effect) or

creating topspin on a tennis serve (The Magnus Effect), then their own sporting performance can be enhanced.

Mr Cashell also teaches the SEHS course, focussing more on the Psychological Aspects of sporting performance. Having recently

completed a section on the Acquisition of Skill, next week sees the start of a module about Personality. Have you ever wondered

why some people appear more competitive than others? Is it because Eysenck's Trait Theory says we inherit our personality traits,

is it Bandura's Social Learning Theory that suggests we learn from our environment or is it a combination of the two and Lewin's

Interactionist Approach?

These theoretical topics are hugely beneficial, not to mention interesting, in understanding elite sport and for our students gives

them further knowledge in their quest to become more accomplished sports performers at the same time as completing their

Diploma.

New Kid on the Option Block: Sport and Exercise Health Science

“The SEHS course is pretty much exactly how I imagined it, both the standard-level

and the higher-level course. Of course you have to learn a lot, but the topics are

really interesting and so it is fun to learn about topics such as musculoskeletal

anatomy and biomechanical analysis in sport. The way we are taught the topics with

a combination of theoretical and practical lessons is really good and I am really glad

that there is such a course. For people who are interested in physical activity and

sports, it makes sense to take this course and I can only recommend it.”

Julie



New Kid on the Option Block: Sport and Exercise Health Science (cont.)

"What I like about IB SEHS is that it

is very much the science behind the

sport, it goes into much more depth

and variety than the equivalent

course at A-level. It also gives us a

bit of freedom when it comes to

specialising the research and linking

it to our own sports."

Erin

“SEHS is a great course as it is really broad. It’s really

interesting learning about the anatomy of the body and

being able to apply your knowledge into real sports. I

especially love learning about the psychology of sport as

it helps you understand the process that goes into

learning a sport and explains the reasons as to why

sports performers at all levels behave and perform the

way in which they do.”

Colette

Year 6 have been reading and studying Alfred

Noyes’ ‘The Highwayman’ during a unit on

narrative poetry. The last lesson of the unit

challenged the pupils to write their own rhyming

narrative poems. Mr Mulryne provided several

pictures for inspiration and was blown away by

the results. He wanted The Owl readers to read

some sample poems.

‘The Highwayman’ Year 6 Poetry 

The Storm - Oliver

A tiny ship sailing in the stormy sea

Compared to the waves it looked like a pea

The swell was huge

Seems impossible to escape 

Tiny ship maneuvering side to side like a snake

How long will this last 

Bang,crash!!!  Critical damage taken to the mast!

The situation is severe 

The crew’s prayers falling on deaf ears

But hope at last 

There is land ahead 

Before too long the threat from the storm will be dead.

The Sea - Riley

I am the roaring wave of the sea 

Looking over boats, I am wild and free.

I have teeth like a shark and I see the sails ahead 

I will chomp all night cause I don’t go to bed.

When the clouds go dark and the moon shines bright  

I awaken my wave spirit and my wavey form like  

I am rolling and bubbling like a big black potion

And the place I call home is the big, clear ocean



‘The Highwayman’ Year 6 Poetry 

On the Sea- Max

On the sea there sailed a small sailing ship,

Quietly a man made a cup of tea and took a sip,

His boat was sailing in the sea,

Alone but for the fish

When suddenly the sky grew dark,

A coldness in the air,

On the sea there was a mark,

A mark of movement, bubbles there

A tremendous wave appeared,

Alone, the man was near,

A mark of movement, sharp teeth formed,

The man shivered, it was fear

The wave grew teeth and they were sharp,

The water black it had no eyes,

His boat was swallowed by the monster,

The man sunk deeper silent cries

On the sea there sailed a small sailing ship,

Quietly there rested a man asleep upon a dip,

His boat was sailing in the sea,

Alone but for the fish

The Cheetah - Gabriel

The big cat starving to death

Sat,

Waiting.

The Gazelles grazing happily,

Didn’t know who was waiting,

Waiting,

Waiting,

waiting.

He makes his move.

He goes down,

and moves round, close to the ground,

Preparing to bound.

He goes round and round, close to the ground.

He sees the Gazelle

But the Gazelle can’t tell 

And keeps grazing happily,

The cheetah approaches rapidly

He bounds

and takes the Gazelle down. 

Home Volcano Creating in Year 3



Lockdown Heroes – Ozzy Stringer

By Mr Sutcliffe

In September 2020, the exam boards were inundated with Heads of Art, across the land, complaining that their students

had not worked during the first lockdown. Courses were revised and expectations lowered.

At Scarborough College however, the pupils immediately adapted to the new conditions. Work carried on as normal and some

candidates genuinely flourished, despite the circumstances. One such example of this is Ozzy Stringer in Year 11. Ozzy took the

time to push-on with his project, based on the Grand Canyon, and actually finished his coursework earlier than had been anticipated.

The pupils’ attitudes to work in the Art Department, have always underpinned the high levels of achievement that we enjoy. Ozzy is

one such example.

As Darwin would have pointed out, the survival of the fittest is not simply who is strongest, but is more of an examination of those

most adaptable to change.



The ‘connecting’ science, chemistry is the perfect

balance between physics and maths, on the one

hand, and biology on the other.

Arguably, it’s the Harry Potter class of the sciences; from

hands-on experiments to brewing potions and from lab tests to

isolating smells and changing solution colours. Lockdown and

the 2020 – 2021 Academic Year way of working has changed

chemistry a lot. Forget the lab coats and forget the opportunity

to set the Science block on fire, chemistry is more theoretical

and quite a challenge.

To help GCSE pupils and IB students with the challenges they

are currently facing, Mr Harvey, the Head of Chemistry,

developed a Website dedicated to the subject. Packed full of

useful Websites, links to videos on revising and chemistry and

syllabi; Mr Harvey’s Website is helpful and varied.

Mr Harvey’s chemistry revision Website, for instance, takes the

pupil all the way from Atomic Structure and the Periodic Table

to the Chemistry of the Atmosphere. The useful links at the

bottom then take the pupil to exams, revision notes and a

YouTube channel mysteriously called Primrose Kitten.

Click on this link below if you wish to have a look for yourself.

For those of you who are skeptical about whether they even

need Mr Harvey’s Website, feel free to take the Bunse(n) or

Dunce Quiz below. We will provide the answers on Social

Media soon.

Lockdown Chemistry

Bunse(n) or dunce – The Mr Harvey Chemistry Quiz

1. What are negatively charged, found in shells around the nucleus, negligible mass?

2. What number describes the number of protons in the nucleus of an atom?

3. What element makes up 21 % of the atmosphere and relights a glowing splint?

4. What is the name of the process by which plants convert carbon dioxide and water into glucose and oxygen?

5. What do we call fuels and processes that result in zero net release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere?

6. What do we call the chemical change when a more reactive element takes the place of a less reactive element in a

compound?

7. What do we call the substance that produces hydrogen ions (H⁺) in water?

8. What is the Ionic equation for neutralisation?

9. What do we call a long chain molecule made by joining lots of small molecules?

10. How many metres is a nanometre?

The answers can soon be found on the Scarborough College

Facebook and Twitter pages. Good luck and let us know

how you did!

https://sites.google.com/scarboroughcollege.co.uk/aqagcsechemistry/home

